
LED TEchnoLogy
In the last 5 years, lighting has ad-

vanced more than in the prior 50 years. 
LED outdoor low voltage lighting has 
quickly evolved to become energy ef-
ficient and have smart lighting capa-
bilities. Energy usage has been reduced 
by up to 90% for the same level of light 
output. The introduction of smart light-
ing enhancements allows light to be 
dimmed, colored, timed and completely 
controlled with smart devices.

associated hardscapes. For example, the 
color of light around a fire pit or fireplace 
would use a 2700 to 2800 to enhance 
the warmth of the fire pit area.  Lighting 
steps or handrails would use a 3800 to 
4000 LED to brighten the area for safety.  
The use of 6000 LED would be to bright-
en large open areas like parking lots. 
Color mixing RGBW LED is fast becoming 
the popular trend in hardscape lighting. 

coLor of LighT 
The color of the light is very impor-

tant when considering lighting hard-
scapes. Color is defined in terms of tem-
perature of the light and in kelvins.  The 
lower the kelvin the warmer or more 
yellow the color. Common kelvin tem-
perature is 2700 to 3000 warm white, 
3800 to 4000 near white, 6000 blue/white 
and RGBW color mixing lighting for un-
limited colors. Each color temperature 
of light creates the mood of the area and 

harDscapE LighTing
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Hardscape lighting has been advancing because of popularity of outdoor kitchens, fire pits/fireboxes, 
outdoor bars, and pergolas as homeowners are extending their living spaces. Other hardscapes in-
clude handrails, continuous steps, brick lights, driveway lights, fences, retaining walls and statues. 

Spaces with extended living hardscape features along with other hardscapes, require special fixtures and 
designs to achieve the maximum effect for nighttime lighting. To maximize the lighting effects of the hard-
scapes, the lighting professional needs to consider these elements of lighting for the hardscape: LED technol-
ogy, the color of light, the selection of fixtures and installation methods to achieve a professional appearance. 
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to enhance the features of hardscape. The selection of a fix-
ture to light an outdoor kitchen is very different than lighting 
a fire pit or firebox. For example, lighting an outdoor kitchen 
may use a flexible strip lighting fixture to highlight details of 
the backwall or selecting a ledge fixture to provide light when 
preparing food in the kitchen. To light a fire pit or firebox con-
sider selecting linear and puck lights to add subtle light to 
area. Each type of hardscape can be an opportunity to pro-
vide a light fixture that will complement the hardscape and not 
overwhelm the hardscape.

TypEs of fixTurEs
Hardscape light fixtures come in a wide variety of mate-

rials and designs. The fixtures can be produced from plas-
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The RGBW LED can produce the color range of 2700 to 6000 
along with reds, blues and greens. The RGBW LED can produce 
66,000 colors when mixing the four colors. This vast range of 
color allows the designer and installer to create colorful, cre-
ative and impressive designs in hardscape lighting.

TypEs of LighT fixTurEs
Many light fixtures are available to light hardscape fea-

tures. Some of the most popular fixtures are ledge, linear, 
strip, puck and sconce light fixtures. These fixtures allow the 
designer and installer several options when selecting the cor-
rect fixture to enhance the hardscape feature. The challenge 
is to select the correct fixture that will minimize the fixture 
size in proportion to the hardscape and yet add enough light 

Some of the most popular fixtures are ledge, linear, strip, puck and sconce light fixtures.
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Routing wires under and behind the hardscape 
helps to reduce damage to wire and eliminate 

unsightly wires.

tic, aluminum, brass, or copper. Light fixtures have a large 
range of designs from traditional to modernistic. Choosing 
the ideal fixture for the hardscape requires a combination 
of knowledge of hardscapes, placement of fixtures and the 
preferences of the client.

However, most installation still require cutting channels or drill-
ing into the hardscape to run the wires correctly and properly 
install the fixtures. Select quality mason drill bits and cutoff 
saw blades to insure clean and precise cuts into the hardscape. 
Routing wires under and behind the hardscape helps to reduce 
damage to wire and eliminate unsightly wires. Most fixtures are 
secured to hardscape with fasteners and adhesives. 

A lot of options and considerations are available to the pro-
fessional designer and installer to enhance hardscapes with 
lighting. Your clients will appreciate your suggestions to add 
lighting functionality to add enjoyment to their hardscape fea-
tures around their home. 

Jeff Golota will be speaking at MGIA's 31st Annual Trade Show  
& Convention at the Suburban Collection Showplace in Novi, 
Michigan on February 20-21, 2018. For more information or to 
register, please visit www.landscape.org.
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Choosing the ideal fixture for the hardscape requires a 
combination of knowledge of hardscapes, placement 

of fixtures and the preferences of the client.

insTaLLaTion
Installing hardscape lighting does take some specialized 

tools, skills and knowledge. Installing lighting into stone kitch-
ens, brick walls, pavers and concrete ledges take time and 
thought. Low voltage wire going to fixtures poses the most chal-
lenges in hardscape lighting. The best time to install the wire 
for the fixtures is at the time of installation of the hardscape. 


